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The purpose of this project is primarily to develop an equation 
to estimate the time that it will take for the water surface to 
decrease to another depth in an inverted conical-shaped reservoir 
behind an earth darn by means of the falling head f)ermeability concept. 
This equation can be applied to the earth embankment either with or 
without underdrain. Since the derived equation for time span is 
a complicated and tedious matter, a computer program has been 
developed for solving this equation. 
The computer program is written in BASIC language and executed 
on a Tektronix 4051 microcomputer. Primary effort has been used to 
set up the program in a universal BASIC so that it can be easily 
executed on any microcomputer with the BASIC language. This program 
also has been tested on an IBM P.C. 
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The early dams built by man were low earth or rock structures 
designed to impound and divert water for agricultural purposes. Tcxlay 
the earth surface is dotted with small and large darns and reservoirs 
contributing in many ways to the complex requirements of an expand-
ing, technologically advancing civilization. ..Among them, the earth 
dams are built for the purpose of controlling water flow. This water 
flow can be from natural water sources, ocean water, or from artifi-
cial water reservoirs. 
With rapidly increasing demands for irrigation water and flocx:l 
control, controlling water flow has become much more im.POrtant.. To 
control water flow, earth or rock structures have been placed to 
impound and divert water, but the amount and distribution of moisture 
in soil have a sufficient effect on the physical properties of the 
soil. The ability of a soil to support a load may vary, depending 
on the percent of moisture and the type of soil. Seepage flow through 
an earth dam must be considered in evaluating the dam's ability to 
impound water. The stability of artificial and natural slopes is 
greatly affected by the presence of water pressure. 
The objective of this research study is to develop an equation 
from the theoretical seepage equation, so one can estimate the time 
required for a given drop of the water surface in the earth embankment 
reservoir. Since derivation of such equation is a tedious and 
2 
complicated process of integration, a computer program is developed 
so one can calculate the time required for the drop of water surf ace 
in the reservoir in a matter of minutes. 
There are some assumptions applied for the following computer 
program such as the reservoir has an inverted conical shape and the 
phereatic surface has been considered for case of B ~ 30 where B is 
the slope of the discharge face. This is the case for the two-
dimensional problem of ground water flow over a horizontal impervious 




The classic problem of estimating the free water surface in a 
homogeneous isotropic earth darn has been documented by many papers 
and reports in literature. In all cases, either a domain method 
(such as finite differences or finite element) (Des~a, 1972) or a 
boundary element technique (such as a boundary integration equation 
formulation or complex variable approach) (Finnemore, 1968) is used 
to develop the approximate seepage face and corresponding approximate 
water surface elevations. 
One of these techniques for estimating the free water surface is 
the Complex Variable Boundary Element Methcd (CVBEM) (Hromadka, 1984). 
By expanding the CVBEM approximation geometric functions into a first 
order Taylor series, the geometry of the unknown phreatic surface can 
be approximated without iteration by solving a single matrix system. 
The developed technique provides for the numerical solution of the 
inverse problem of determining the phreatic surface coordinates. The 
basis of the method is the Cauchy integral theorem which determines 
the values of an interior point from a line integral of the values 
along the problem boundary. Because the approximator is analytic, 
the numerical model solves the Laplacian exactly for various boundary 
condition configurations. Because the seepage problem can be mathe-
matically modeled by the Laplace equation, it is possible to apply 
the CVBEM directly to the subject problem. 
3 
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Another approach for determining the free water surface is 
Dupuit's theory (Harr, 1967). In 1863 Dupuit based his theory on 
the following two assumptions: 
1. For small inclinations of the line of seepage the streamlines 
can be determined as horizontal. Therefore, the equipotential 
lines approach the vertical. 
2. The hydraulic gradient was equal to the slope of the free surf ace 
and was invariant with depth. 
With Dupuit's assumptions, the constant seepage rate q (per unit 
width) through any vertical section of the earth darn can be expressed as: 
q = KY dy/dx (1) 
where: K = coefficient of permeability 
dy/dx = slope of phreatic surface qt any point with 
vertical coordinates equal to y. 
By integrating and substituting the boundary condition, one can obtain 
Dupuit's formula as follows: 
q = K (H2 
0 H~)/2L 
where: H = the depth of upstream reservoir 
0 
H1 = the depth of downstream reservoir 
(2) 
L = distance of soil l:x::dy between upstream and downstream 
reservoir (Figure 1). 
Equation (2) specifies a :parabolic free surface, which is usually 
referred to as Dupuit's parabola. 
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Figure 1. Cross Section of an Earth Embankment. 
There have been other approaches to this type of problem. Cassa-
grande developed an approximation to the position of the phreatic 
surface in seepage through an earth dam (1937). Polubarinova-Kochina 
(1962) also presented a solution to a similar problem by using the 
methcx::ls of velocity hodograph and conformal mapping. 
Jeppson (1966) used an inverse formulation in conjunction with 
the finite differences method to solve this problem in the complex 
i;:otential plane. Shang and Bruch (1976) used a similar approach but 
used the finite element method as the basis for solving the problem. 
Their formula proved to be as accurate as Jeppson's, while it was more 
flexible and easier to apply. 
All of the above approaches can be categorized as follows: 
1. Approximate 
2. Analytic 
3. Numerical - iterating along the free surface 
4. Numerical - using the inverse formulation method 
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An approximation method is derived to estimate the phreatic line 
through the earth darn. In order to determine the phreatic line posi-
tion, one assumes that the flow through earth darn has a parabolic 
shape. The determination of its focus is one of the major tasks for 
the investigation of flow through earth dams. To locate phreatic 
focus, one has to decide 'Whether or not to place an underdrain. The 
placement of an underdrain helps the discharging of the flow and con-
trolling seepage through the darn. The discharge from the drain is 
generally collected by pipes (Figure 2) and led into the spillway 
basin or into the river channel below the darn. Soils used between 
the darn proper and the pipe (or pipes) are designed as a graded filter. 




Figure 2. Cross Section of the Underdrainage. 
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The other important feature of the design of the earth embank-
ment is the side-slope angle (or ratio). This angle depends on the 
height of the embankment, the shearing resistance of the soil, and 
whether or not the embankment will be flooded by impounded water, as 
in the case of earth darns. E.rnbankrnent and earth darns of considerable 
height, in excess of SO feet, should be individually analyzed to 
determine the slope stability and the factor of safety against shear 
slides. The side-slope ratio may also depend on the shearing strength 
of the soil foundation. The side-slope ratio given in Table 1 may 
be used as a guide for the design of embankments less than SO feet. 
If the foundation is weak, the side-slopes should be made flatter in 
order to spread the weight of the embankment over a wide area. This 
W'.:)uld reduce the level of shearing stresses in the foundation material. 
From the estimated phreatic line and assuming homogeneous and 
isotropic soil in the earth dam, one can determine the seepage rate 
for flow through the earth dam providing that the hydraulic gradient 
is constant. Finally, on the basis of falling head permeability 
theory, one can estimate the time required if the water level in the 
reservoir decreases. 
The coefficient of permeability may be determined in one of 
several ways. An approximate value may be obtained by using a fall-




MINIMUM SIDE-SLOPE RATIO FOR EARrH EMBANKMENTS 
ON ADEQUATE FOUNDATIONS 
SIDE SLOPE-RATIO 
HORIZONTAL-VERI'ICAL 
1 1/4 : 1 




TYPE OF SOIL AND arHER 
CONDITIONS 
Unsaturated and permeable 
silt with some cohesion 
and no water table. 
All sand fills whether 
inundated or not, fills 
of cohesive soil less than 
50 ' height and not subjected 
to inundation. 
Fills of cohesive soils 
more than 50 ' in height 
and not subjected to 
inundation. 
All fills of cohesive 
soils not exceeding 50' 
in height and subjected 
to total or partial inunda-
tion. 
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From Darcy's equation: 
-ad H = dq = K A H/L dt 
H2 t 
} -dH/H = \ {K A/ (L a) ) dt 
Hl 0 
where: a = area of tube 
A = area of soil sample 
dQ = flow volume in time dt 
L= length of soil sample 
Hl= water level in the tube at the beginning 
of the test 





DEVELOPMENI' OF THEDRETICAL EQUATION 
Basic Theorem 
The flow problem considered in this paper is that of seepage 
flow through an idealized earth dam. Figure 3 shows a typical cross 
section of an idealized earth dam on an impervious foundation with a 
dCM.nStreatn underdrain. The soil in earth dam is assumed to be homo-
genous and isotropic permeable material, but may be anisotropic, i.e. 
Kx :/= Ky, where Kx and Ky are the coefficients of permeability in x 
and y directions respectively. 
The top flow line (phreatic surface) is the upper stream line in 
the f lCM domain. It separates the saturated region of flow and the 
part of the soil body where no flow occurs. 'As discussed previously, 
the phreatic surface is a basic parabola. The determination of its 
focus is one of the major tasks for the investigation of flow through 
the earth dams. The property of a basic parabola is illustrated in 
Figure 4. 
After the length of downstream toe drain and earth dam side-
slopes are set, one can estimate the focus of the phreatic surface 
through the earth dam. The approximate trace of phreatic surface is 
also depicted in Figure 3. All the flow lines through the earth dam 
are parabolic curves with the common focus F. However, analysis has 
shown that the top flow line of Figure 3 is close to parabolic except 
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Figure 4. Property of a Basic Parabola. 
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produced backwards reaches head water elevation at Point A. Cassa-
grande (1937) suggested the use of the approximate relationship that · 
the distance AB equaled 0.3 times the distance BE for the dams with 
reasonably flat upstream slopes. Therefore, the top flow line may 
be constructed by the parabola which has its focus at point F and 
passes through point A, which is called a corrected entrance point. 
Once the p:rrabola is obtained, the reversed curvature starting at 
Point B can be sketched in. From Figure 4, by taking the origion of 
coordinates at the focus and letting the distance from focus to direc-
trix l:e equal to S, and equating expressions for the equal distances 
FD and DE, it results 
/x2 + y2 = x + s (6) 
or 
(7) 
If E.quation 7 is applied to the flow through the earth darn as depicted 
in Figure 3, with x equals to L, when Y equals to H (the initial water 
0 
level in the reservoir), Equation 7 becomes: 
S =Al2 + H2 - L 
0 
(8) 
Since L and H are known values, the value of S can be easily obtained. 
Once the value of S is determined, the vertex C of the parabola can be loca-
ted, i.e. FC = r2 and a point G on the parabola right above the focus 
F can be located also, i.e. FG = S. After roth points C and G have 
been located, the basic parabola forming the top flow line can easily 
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be drawn from Equation (6). This flow line will represent the free 
water surface through the earth dam for the specified height of water 
in the reservoir. Since the position of the uppermost flow line in 
the cross section of an earth darn has been determined, the quantity 
of seepage q can be determined by: 
q =KS (9) 
The al:ove equation is only valid for a horizontal di~charge surface. 
It is indeed fortunate that the problem of seepage with a horizontal 
discharge face has such a simple solution, not only because of the 
fact that in modern earth dams horizontal drainage blankets in the 
downstream section are assuming considerable importance, but also 
because this solution permits fairly reliable and simple estimates 
for the position of the line of seepage. For other cases that B is 
less than 30 degrees, the quantity of seepage q per unit width of 
earth dam can be calculated in the form of: 
where: 
q = K ·a ·sin B tan B 
a = L/COS B - Ii 2 /COS2 B - H2 /SIN 2 B 
0 
= wetted surf ace 
(10) 
and K is coefficient of permeability of the soil in the earth embank-
ment. Some typical values of the coefficient of permeability are given 





SCME TYPICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT 
OF PERMEABILITY 
COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY 
(cm/sec) 
1.0 or greater 
Clean sand (coarse) 1.0 - 0.01 
Sand (mixture) 0.01 - 0.005 
Fine sand 0.05 - 0.001 
Silty sand 0.002 - 0.0001 
Silt 0.0005 - 0.00001 
Clay 0.000001 and smaller 
(Harr, 1962) 
CHAPTER IV 
DERIVATION OF EQUATION FOR TIME WHEN 
WATER SURFACE DECREASES IN THE RESERVOIR 
The equation related to the time parameter and decreasing of water 
level in the reservoir due to the seepage of water through the earth 
dam is derived in this chapter. It is assumed the upstream reservoir 
has an inverted conical-shape as shown in Figure 5 and the soil beneath 
the earth darn is impervious. 
The decreasing water volume, dV, in the reservoir due to seepage 
flCM through the earth dam can be expressed as: 
2 dV =TIX dy 
where: dy = decreasing water level 
(11) 
X = radius of the reservoir at the time when the reservoir 
drops to height y 
From the geometry of the reservoir, the following relationships can be 
derived.: 
where: 
X/r0 = (y+rb tan a ) I (H0 +rb tana) 
H +rb tana = r tana 
0 0 
E = height of water in reservoir before any drops 
0 
rb = bottom radius of the reservoir 
r = top radius of the reservoir at height H0 0 
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Figure 5. Cross Section of an Earth Dam and the Reservoir Behind It. 
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Substituting E.quation (13) in Equation (12), one obtains: 
X = (y+rb tan a ) /tan a (14) 
By substituting the X value from Equation (14) into Equation (11) , it 
gives: 
av ='IT [ (y+rbtana ) /tan a] 2 dy (15) 
Meantime, the decrease of water volume is also equal to: 
av= qdt (16) 
From E.quation ( 9) , one can obtain: 
av= K -s w -at (17) 
where K and W are soil permeability and width of the underdrain respec-
tively. By substituting E.quation (8) into E.quation (17), one obtains 
(18) 
Fran geometry of the earth darn (Figure 3) , the distance L can be ex-
pressed as: 
L = £+ (H1-y) cot a +0. 3M (19) 
M is the horizontal distance from the upstream toe of the earth darn to 
the tx>int where the water touches the earth dam, (see Figure 3). Thus, 
M = y ·cot a ( 20) 
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Equation ( 19) becomes : 
L = £ +H1 cot a.-y cota. +0. 3y cota. 
= £+H1 cot a.-0. 7y cot a. (21) 
Since £, H1 , and a. are known values for a given section of earth dam, 
let 
(22) 
Equation (21) is then reduced to: 
L = c-0 . 7y cot a. (23) 
By substituting the value of L from E.quation (23) into Equation (18), 
it becomes: 
dV = K ( / y 2+ (c-0. 7y ·cot a. ) 2 - (c-0. 7y· cot a. ) ) W dt (24) 
Equation (24) states that the decrease of water volume in the reser-
voir is equal to the volume of water collected at the underdrain 
through seepage in the earth dam • . Using the fact that Equation (15) 
is equal to E.quation (24), the result is: 
7T ( (y+rb ·tan a. /tan a. ) 2 dy = K : ( 2 2 Y + ( c-0 . 7y cot a. ) 
- ( c-0 . 7y ·cot a. ) ) W ·dt (25) 
Equation (25) can be reformed as: 
2 2 2 ~ (y+rb ·tan a. ) I ( (y + ( c-0 . 7y cot a. ) ) - ( c-0. 7y cot a. ) ) dy 
= K tan2 a. Al/ 7T dt (26) 
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It has been established that the reservoir water table is ini-
tially at a height of H fran the l:xJttom of the reservoir and decreases 
0 
to a new height, H2 after a period of time, t. The required time for 
the water surface to drop from H
0 
to H2 can be calculated by inte-
(26) • grating Equation 
. H2 
)
. 2 2 2 k (y+rb- tana ) dy I ( (y + ~c-0. 7y cota ) ) 2 - (c-0. 7y ~ot a ) 
Ho = j K :tan2a W/ 7T dt 
0 
(27) 
The integration of the left side of Equation (27) is very tedious and 
lengthy. The step by step integration is taken as described in the 
following. 
Since rb and a are known values, we now let d = rb*tan a , and 
the left side of Equation (27) becomes: 
I = J (y+d) 2/( <i+<c-0. 7y cota ) 2 )~ - (c-0. 7y cota) )dy (28) 
By multiplying the numerator and denominator by a common value of 
2 2 k ( (y + ( c-0 . 7y cot a ) ) 2 + ( c-0 . 7y cot a ) ) 
one obtains: 
I = 5 (y+d) 2 ( (y2 + (c-0. 7y ·cot a ) 2 ) ~ + (c-0. 7y ;cota ) ) I 
2 2 k 2 ( (y + ( c-0 . 7y cot a ) ) 2 - ( c-0. 7y ·cot a ) ) ( (y + ( c-0 . 7y 
cot a ) 2 ) ~ + ( c-0 . 7y cot a ) ) ) dy (29) 
Simplification of the above equation would give us: 
I= j (y+d) 2 ((y2+(c-0.7y ·cota ) 2 )~ + (c-0.7y ·cot a ))/y2 dy (30) 
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The al::ove equation is separated into two terms: 
I=} (y+dl 2 c/+(c-0. 7y cota ) 2 ):i,/y 2dy + 
j (y+d) 2 (c-0. 7y cot a ) ;/ dy 
where A term is 
A= 2 2 2 2 2 k 2 (y+d) (y +c -l.4c cot a y+0.49 y ·cot a) 2/y dy 
and B term is 
B = (y+d) (c-0. 7y cot a ) /y dy J 2 2 
Equation (33) is rearranged to be: 
New, let a, b c' respectively represent: 
a = 1+0.49cot a 
b = -l.4c cot a 
c ' = c 
Equation (34) can be then rewritten as: 








2 ~ Multiplying the numerator and denominator by (ay +by+c') , one obtains: 
A = (y+d) (ay +by+c') I (y (ay+by+c' ) 2 )dy J 
2 2 2 k (39) 
and then removing the parentheses which results in: 
21 
-j 4 3 2 2 A - (ay +(b+2ad)y + (c'+ad +2ad)y + 
I 2 2 2 2 k -(2dc +2bd ) y+d c') / (y (ay +by+c') 2 dy ( 40) 
2 If we let Y = ay +by+c', Equation (40) becomes: 
A= a · y 2; £ dy+(b+2ad) J y/ /y dy+(c'+ad2+2ad) ) dy/ /Y 
+ (2dc '+bd2 ) ) dy I (y fi) + a2c' ) dy I (y2 IY) ( 41) 
By applying the integration formulas, Equation (41) is integrated 
respectively as follows: 
a~ y 2/ /Y dy = a( (y/2a-3b/4a2)1Y + ( (3b2-4ac' )/Ba2) 
(1/ ra *ln ( ./i + y la+b/2 /a)) (42) 
Cb+2ad) j ydy/ IY = (b+2ad) c fi/a-b/2a(l/ ra ln( IY + y ra 
+ b/2 /a))) (43) 
(c'+aa2+2bdl j dy//Y = <c'+aa.2+2bdl (1/ ra ln( IY + y ra 
+ b/2 /a)) (44) 
(2dc'+l:d2 ) J dy/y .fY = (2dc'+bd2 ) (-1/ IC' ln( ( IY + IC') 
/y+b/2 /C') ) 
a2c 'dy/ (y2 / /Y) = a2c' (- IY/c'y-b/2c' (-1/ le' ln( ( v.Y--
+ IC') /y+b/2 I c I ) ) ) 
(45) 
( 46) 
Combining all the above five terms, one obtains a solution of integra-
tion for the first term A. Now, integration of the second term B from 
E:quation (33) becomes: 
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B = \ (y+d) 2 (c-0. 7y :cot a) /y2 dy (33) 
or 
Decomp::>sition of the above equation will result in six terms. Each 
term is integrated separately as follows: 
\ ( , , 
B = J cdy- ) 0. 7y· cot a dy + j 2dc/y dy - J l.4d ·cota dy + 
( 2 2 ~ 2 2 ) d c/y dy - JO. 7yd cot a/y dy (48) 
The summation of the above integration yields: 
B = ( ( c-1. 4d ·cot a) y-0. 7cot a /2+2dc 1n (y) +a2c/y-0. 7d2 
cota ln(y))) IH1 (49) 
Ho 
Referring to Equation (27), which is: 
) (y+rb tan a) 2 / ( <l + (c-0. 7y cot a) 2 ) >, - (c-0. 7y cota ) ) dy 
=JK tan et W/ rrdt 
lntegration of the left side of Equation (27) is the summation of terms 
A and B. 'Ihus, 
A+B = K tan2 a W ·t/ rr (50) 
where the expression of A and B terms are given in Equation (41) and 
(49) resf)eetively. '!he time t in Equation (50), therefore, can be 
rearranged as: 
t = (A+B) rr /K tan2a W (51) 
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The prcx:edure leading to the derivation of F.quation (51) is 
quite complicated and tedious. In a case of numerical integration 
carried out through all the equations, chances of making errors 
are definite. A computer program in BASIC language has been deve-
lo:f?ed to reduce the chance of any numerical errors and provide the 
answers in a short period of time. 
CHAPI'ER v 
CCMPUTER PRCX3RAM AND EXAMPLE 
In order to assist the calculation of the derived equations, a 
computer program had been developed in BASIC language. It requires 
only a small computer memory of about 30K bytes. r.bst of the small 
microccmputers should be able to run the program in a short period 
of time.. In developing this program, a Tektronix 4051 microcomputer 
in the computer aided design laboratory at the University of Central 
Florida was used. An ~ample problem output and a listing of the 
computer program are presented_ in this chapter. 
The computer program consists of four parts. Each part performs 
a separate function. In the first part, the geometry of the reser-
voir is cornputed based on input data from the cross section and soil 
properties of the earth darn and the top radius of the reservoir. The 
second part is to calculate the location of the phreatic line and the 
focus of the parabola. The third part of the program includes all 
equations derived in Chapter IV. In the final part, the program will 
plot separate graphs for seepage quantity versus reservoir height and 
the time versus the change of water level in the reservoir. 
Sample of Computer Program 
In Figure 6 a cross section of a trapezoidal homogeneous soil dam 
is represented. It is assumed that the dam rests on an impervious 









Figure 6. Cross Section of Sample Earth Dam. 
the dam. At the doVlI"lStream toe of the dam there is provided a hori-
zontal drainage layer which extends some distance back under the 
structure and acts as a collecting gallery for the seepage water. 
The dam has a width of 75.0 meters and a coefficient of permea-
bility of 2.7*10-3 m/sec. Some other kno'WI1 properties of the earth 
darn are as follows: 
Length of the underdrain = 15.50 m 
Einbankment height = 20.0 m 
Starting reservoir height = 18.0 m 
Right side slope ratio = 1.5 
left side slo:pe ratio = 1.5 
Top width of the earth dam = 15.0 m 
Top radius of the reservoir = 100 rn 
Pervious width = 1.0 m 
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The above sample problem has been used to run the computer pro-
gram. The program has option of using English or S.I. unit system. 
After inputting inquired data, the program will estimate the radius 
of the reservoir at different depths. In the next step, the program 
will calculate the phreatic line positions through the earth darn for 
different depths of water in the reservoir. The water level in the 
reservoir will drop each time as an increment of l/20th of the ori-
ginal depth of water in the reservoir. The estimated time for each 
drop will be kept in the memory and latter graphs of discharge rate 
vs. reservoir drop and time vs. reservoir drop will be plotted. The 
following is the output of the program as it would be seen on the 
screen. 
27 
SELECT UNIT SYSTEM~ 
1 = .ENGLISH SYSTEM 
2 = S. I u SY.STEM 
SELECT 1 OR 2 ------------>? 2 
INPUT THE LENGH OF UNDERDRAIN 




EMBANKMENT HEIGHT < METER )-------- > ~ 20 
THE WATER DEPTH ( METER ) --------~ ~ 18 
RIGH SIDE SLOPE RATIO CRUN/RISE)? 1 .5 
INPUT LEFT SIDE SLOPE RATIO ? 1.5 
THE TOP WIDTH OF THE DAM CMETER)? 15 





·-:· ~ := - -:: COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY CM/SEC)---->? 
EARTH DAM WIDTH <METER>---------------->? 1 
F\'.AD I US 
DF F:E:3EF\\)C) IF: 
73.: \)() 
l Ll n 5C) 
7 ,:S u 00 
77.50 













~. :::s .-· t-- ._a 
GEOMETRY OF THE RESERVOIR 
HE I C3HT 
FF:OM THE BOTTOM 
3 Qt)<) 
4.00 
6 .. 00 
7u00 
8 .. 00 
9 .. 00 
10 .. 00 
11 .. 00 
1.:2. 00 
1:::. 1:)0 
14 .. 00 
15 .. 00 
1.:~ u 00 
17 .. 00 
18.00 
F'F.:ESE; i:::ETU\;'.l\J TD CCJf',iT I NUE ....... . 
28 
CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE 
sta:auw1:1aa1:111•u•u1.1••tt•o 1.1 nuau•unt1"•:.1••uuuna•.a•wu•nP•»•• 
~< ::# DEF'TH DF ~\Ji;TEf;: IN F\:ESEF.'.\..'D I Ft:--·---·----·-··--> 1. 8 METES'. 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
** DAM~s TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 15 METER 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE --------------------> 1.5 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 1.5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS - ---------------> 99.99999 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
:* * UNDEFDS:A IN LENGH ----·--·-------- .. - ·-------·- > 15" 5 METEF1: 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 






..,. .. , ..
** 
*************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM~END OF ** 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE ** 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
18. t)() 
14 .. Lj.() 
12 .. 60 
1.0 .. 80 
9 .. 00 
7.20 
5 .. 40 
3. 6<) 
l .. f::~O 
\) u (J() 
**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ..... ~ 
DISTANCE FROM FOCUS 
."1 .-. •• .-. 
.::+ t_.I a r=) I . .} 
32 .. 52 
:~s. 3<) 
l 3 . .:.1t) 
8 ., .... ... i ...:.:. 
4 .. 90 
l .. 92'. 
-0.21 




** CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TD ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE ** 
-.•u•u111.in•nv•Muo.s•null"Ull11t1••n"•uuunu••••11••1'Mn1.lt1U•• 
** DEPTH OF WATER ~N RESERVOIR----------> 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 
** DAM~S TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE --------------------> 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 




** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 98.64999 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH -------------- ------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-1.690788 
** 
** ... ;!1 
.• ,. "' 
*************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
F'HF.:E?"~T IC HEAD 
17 .. 10 





~ 11 r:'• 
·-•" ·-r .s:._ 
1. 71 
0 .. 00 
* * F'F.'.EE:S F:ETURl\I TO CDl\IT HJUE ....... .. 





0 i .. ., 
.~ • .J.. ..:... 
2 .. 20 
0. 0.!~ 





·T· ., •. 
30 
**************************************************************** 
** CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE ** 
•-o.n••••ttu•••o•na.1unn•••tt•a11nt1uana••-••••w11a•11anu•ua 
** DEPTH OF WATER IN RESERVOIR----------> 16.2 METER 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
tt DAM~S TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 15 METER 
::t: ::J< F: I f3H T '.3 I DE SL..OF'E ------ ·-·-------------- ·---·--·- > l a ::_; 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 1.5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 97.3 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH -----------~---------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-1.491753 
*************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF ** 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE ** 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
16 .. 20 




/ . / .~. 
8 .. 1.0 
6 .. 48 




**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ..... . 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS ** 
42 u 4'7' 
::t. .. 66 
1 Ll- • 34 
9 .. 50 
c:· c::·i= 
._J n . .J ...,J 
-J /17 
...;_ "' .,. ·' 
0.27 
-1 u 05 
31 . 
*****************************************~********************** 
** CA SSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE ** 
wnu• :a •n•a .. wan•uau11• .. •1&••NS1nun•••o•nu&1•nU••i.auaaaan••u 
** DEPTH OF WATER IN RESERVOIR----------> 15.3 METER 
** EMBA NKMENT HEIGHT --------------~----> 20 METER 
:* * DAM :· F3 TDF' l..!.J I DTH --·-·---·-·-----·---·---·-·----·- > l 5 ME TEP 
:.1. :t: R H3H T ::; I DE SLDPE ---··-·---·---·-·-·· ·---------·- > l. 5 
* * LEFT SI DE SLOF'E ·- --··----·-----·-·-----·--·----- > 1. .. 5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 95.95 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
* * Er~FffH DAM l>JI DTH --------------------·-·-- > .1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-1u307974 ** 
** 
*************************************************************** 
** 0,0 COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF ** 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 






,.· a .J. U 
I 1. i= 
; n ~)...} 
6 .. 12 
4 n ~5\i 
l .. 53 
0. 0() 
BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 




~ / a ·-•·-• 
2(> .. ·~)2 
1.tL 80 
2 .. 72 
0 .. 48 
·-0. fJ6 
·-1. tt ~.::: l 




·J1 · . .:.· 
.'f\ •"!' CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE 
• • a ti i.t • • u a n w n u • • ;.a • " u n a • a " 111 a u a a u a • n a n n a " a u u " a a 11 a 11 • • tt 
:t; * DE:F'TH DF l,:,J,~~ TES: IN t-:E ~3EF'. 1v1 D IF:·---- ·-··------> 14 .. 4 METEF'. 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
** DAM,S TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 15 METER 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE ----------~---------> 1.5 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 1.5 
* :* F~E~3Eff· . /O I F1'. TOP F\AD I US -·-·-·--·-·-------·----- > 94 v 6 METEF\ 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
**DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-1.13887 
** 
*************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAINu POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
F'Hh:E~AT IC HEAI) 
14 u ·4<) 
1:2 .. 96 




._, 1:1 •• • ,_, 
4 .. 32 
2. 8(~ 
1 .. 44 
-0. (:1<) 
**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE.u.nnu 
DISTANCE FROM FOCUS 
44.38 
·""":\i OC:• 
....:.. ... . ,· ,. 
21. 1 7 
15. :25 
10.24 
6. 1 ::'.J. 
·-:i ::J t.. 
....:_ • ,/ 1...J 
0 .. 68 
-0.68 
·-· 1 .. :l. 4 
·+· ~· 






.. ,, ·1' CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE 
** DEPTH OF WATER IN RESERVO~R----------> 13.5 METER 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
** DAM'S TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 15 METER 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE --------------------> 1.5 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 1.5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 93.24999 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE O~ EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-.9838848 
** ·.v ·JI 
.. ,, ..... 
*************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 




PHl:;:EAT IC HEAD 
12. 15 
1.0.80 
'?- .. 45 
8 .. 10 
6.75 
5 .. 40 




::t: :t-: F'F~E~:3~) F~'.ETUf::.:N TO CDNT I i\IUE. " " • Q • 





10 .. 59 
6n43 
-:; 1 C> 
·-·" .J.. '--1 
Ou87 
··-C1 • 5:2 
34 
ti***************************************i**************t******* 
** CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE ** 
·.J,.- ·.v 
.. ,, _.,, 
uc•••u••U•n•• • U•U•M•un•a•tJ"M11au• n nnuY11"nun11unua.• ... ll 
:f: * DEF' TH OF !/-JP: TEP I hi F.:E ~:::EF V C.J IF.:----- ·-··--·---··-···-·· > 12 .. 6 METEF.'. 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT ------------------- > 20 METER 
tt DAM'S TOP WIDTH --------------------- > 15 METER 
t% RIGHT SIDE SLOPE -------- ------------> 1.5 
:t; :t: LEFT SI DE '~:;LOPE -·- ·-··---· ·-·-·---- ···--··-··-----·-----· > l" 5 
:« >r. RESEF~\JO IS'. TIJF' s:i::::·,D I US -----·····---------·--·- ·--- > 91 .. ~39999 METEF~ 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY --------- > .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 




** o~o COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
w..i.· 







7 .. 56 
5a04 
"":!' /0 
·-·. / ...._, 
" c::"·"""l 
...;: .• ·->..::. 
1. 26 
0.00 
**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ..... . 
DISTANCE FROM FOCUS 
-::-, ~-~ 








- ·()II 37 
--0. 84 




** CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE ** 
::~ ::~: a a " • • a n • 111 u " u. u n \.I " v n u a .. a " n w " • " a • • u u 11 • u • .. a 11 a a n • 11 • w " 11 • }~ :~~ 
** DEPTH OF WATER IN RESERVOIR----------> 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 
** DAM'S TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE --------------------> 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 




.L • . ....) 
1..5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 90.55 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15"5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-.7140274 · 
·.)_: ·J; 
•"!' ... , ... 
*************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
11n70 
10 .. 53 
0 "":'."~. 
1· • ·-·'W 
7. <)2 
i=- C)t:" 
._1 • ._i._J 
.:1 LC:) 
-r " '-.J ... _, 
3. !:51 
r:-1 7·/1 
. :_ • ·-·' -r 
l. l 7 
0 .. i:)O 
**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ..... . 
DISTANCE FROM FOCUS 




~ ..... ; / 
16. 5~1-
:1. l. 27 
3. ,f:.:rl) 
-0. :23 





** CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE ** 
_. 16 " • 111 u A • • • n • u 11 u Mi u u n " .. u a u • •• n n n " n " • u • M • a • a " • a v n 111 u 111 11 ti 
** DEPTH OF WATER IN RESERVOIR----------> 10.8 METER 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
** DAM~S TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 15 METER 
ti RIGHT SIDE SLOPE --------------------> 1.5 
::;<:tr: LETT SI DE SLCJPE ------··---·--·-------- -------·---- > l" 5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS -------~--------> 89.2 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-"5980587 
** 
.,,,,.,,,, 
,,, ... .,, 
*************************************************************** 
>k >)( 0 , 0 C lJ I] F.: D I I\! ATE · l1J DUL D BE AT THE DD l,iJ NS T F~ EA 1v1 , END D F * ~< 
** UNDERDRAIN" POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE ** 






PHr.:EAT IC HEiC~D 
10 .. 80 
8.64 
7.56 
6 .. 48 
5 .. 40 
4 .. ::_::;2 
3 .. 2.<-i 
:::. 16 
1. 08 
0 .. 00 
**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ..... . 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS ** 
38.90 
30 .. 61 
23.29 
11 .. 59 
7. 2<) 
3 .. 79 
-0.11 
-·O •. ~~.o 
......... 
..... ,, .. 
37 
CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE 
as • " " v • • sa a • a "' 11 11 u u n n " " a& ~ M n s:z u • a '* • u a • a n • n u • u w u u q u u M u :1 • 
** DEPTH OF WATER IN RESERVOIR----------> 9.900003 METER 
*t EMBANKMENT HEI GHT -------------------> 
;+; :* Di':·:·:M ~ S TDF' ~·JI DTH ·-··-·-·--- ---·- ·---- --------·- ·--- > 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE --------------------> 
::r. :t; !....EFT SI DE E.;LOF'E ·---·-··----·---··-··----·--·------·---.- ·- > 
20 !"'!ETEF\ 
15 METEF: 
i r::: .i.. ,, ___ , 
1.. 5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 87.85 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-.4940148 
...v ·-Ji 
.. ,.. ., .. 
*************************************************************** 
** 0,0 COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END· OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
w ...... 
..•. . , .. 
9.90 
8.91 
7 a '7'2 
L O":!" 
'-l. ,· ·-' 
5 .. 94 
4 .. ·:;>5 





**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ....... · 
DISTANCE FROM FOCUS 
39.68 
31a25 
23 .. 81 
17.36 
11. 91 
7 .. 44 
3. '?7 
0 .. 00 




.. ,,. ..i..· 
,, .. '! .. 
38 
**************************************************************** 
** CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE ** 
•••••••••••u•••••aau••ua••n•nuaa:.•a•&a11waunai:aann••• 
:t. * DEF' TH OF ~·~?":1 TEF~: IN RESES'.\../D IF~:---·- --------·-> 9. 0000()-4 1vJETEF: 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
** DAM~S TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 15 METER 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE --------------------> 1.5 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 1"5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 86"5 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> "0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15"5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 





** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
w ·,I.· 








1 .. 80 
0 .. 90 
-0.00 
**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ...... .. 





l7 .. 76 
l2.21 
4 .. 14 
1 .(..,..., 
.... u..:.... 





.tt ·· ., .. 
** 
39 
*** **** ** ************f ********f ********************************* 
** CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE ** 
·-N '·" ..... ' i'· 
**DEPTH OF WATER IN RESERVOIR----------> 8.100005 METER 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
** DAM~s TOP WIDTH --------------------- > 15 METER 
** R I GHT SIDE SLOPE -------------------- > 1.5 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 
* * F~ESEFV !J IF: TOP F.: r~D I US -----------·------ > 
• c::-
1. ...... J 
METEF: 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY --------- > .0027 M/SEC 
** EA RT H DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-.3196468 
*************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
8. 10 
i '":\C> 




-r" ' . .JU 




0 .. Ell 
0 .. ()0 
::+: * i::'RE'.3S RETURf',I TC CDl\iT I l\IUE ...... u .. 









Ou :t 9 





**************************************************************** CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE 
· .. 11 ·.1-· 
··r· .. , .. :ran•••••n .. 11nusrM"•n•uu•nuuu1111uuuaawa .. .,uu•au.••"nnn•• 
:t :i~ DEF' TH OF i.J-.110,TEF I t'·.l F;;'.E'.3Ef-~-'. !,/O IS:-----------·---·-·-> 7 .. 200004 METEF: 
:t, :t; E1·· .. ·tBP1Nr<MEf\IT HE I C3HT ·- ·--------·------- -·-------·-·- > 
** DAM'S TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 
>~ * F: I CJHT :3 I DE SLfJF'E -----------------------·---------·-- > 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 
20 METEJ;: 
l 5 1"1ETEP 
1 r:=: 
.i. u __ , 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 83.8 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ----------------~----> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-.2483254 ·J,r -.l1 ·"l'·"T' 
*************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE . 






4 .. 32 
~ r .... 
. .:: ... C:;l_J 
·""":"• OCJ 
..:.. • w•_; 
2. 1 ~s 
l. 44 
c) .. 72 
0 .. 00 
**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ...... . 
DISTANCE FROM FOCUS 
51.94 
42.03 
·•C::- 7 --i 
.s.:.:_ ._j n ._:•.._::. 
18 .. 5k'J. 
12 .. E50 
8 .. 10 
4 .. 45 




., ... ,,,.. 
** 
·J..- •.j,; 
.. , .... , . 
41 
***************************************~*****************t****** 
a•u .•••• ............ .,•••'*•••U"t1•n•ftunaaaaiaau .. uauo•awan11• 
** DEPTH OF WATER IN RESERVOIR----------> 6.300004 METER 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
* :* DP:1M =- S TDF· 1.,!.J I DTH -------·---·------------·--- > 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE --------------------> 
15 l""'IETER 
·( t=: 
.J . u ..... J 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 1.5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 82.45 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
**DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-.1869564 
*************************************************************** 
** o~o COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
** 













**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ..... . 
DISTANCE FROM FOCUS 
52.89 
42 .. 80 
~~ -,·o 
.... •·-·' n ,· •-1 
.-.i c:: 0::) .-.. , 
~--> u ,_,,...:.,, 
1 ,..., .--, . ., ,_, n .~ ~ 
1 :: u 08 
8 .. ::-::.o 
4.59 
1 .. 9 1+ 
(). 3.~1. 
-·0. l 9 
-.J • .--i,,· 
·'"!"••'I' 
42 
CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE 
•auaua111&11•a•n•Un•uaM11n•n•uu•n .. .,.u11""••u•u•ana•••••:i 
** DEP TH OF WATER IN RESERVOIR----------> 5.400004 METER 
t# EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
** DAM~s TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 
::¥. * F~: I C3HT :3 I DE :3LlJF'E -----·-- ·--·-··---·------·--·---- > 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 
15 METE:F.'. 
·f !::'" 
1. u ·-' 
1 .. 5 
**RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS----------------> 81.1 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY --------- > .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15 .. 5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
**DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-.1350861 
** *************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF ** 
** UNDERDRA IN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE ** 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
** ** 
** ** 
** ·.v w ,, .. ,J\ 
5.40 
4 u EL:S 
4.32 
~ 70 
·-· 11 ... 4.-J 
3.24 
2 .. 70 
2n 16 
1. 6:2 
1 u 08 
0.54 
0.00 
>T: ::t; F'F.'.ES ~3 S'.E:TUF~'.N TD CDi\IT I l\IUE .... .... . 
DISTANCE FROM FOCUS 
i:::~ C:~ 












** CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE ** 
· •. ~· ·.j; 
·T• _.,, 
:* :t: Di:::F'TH ClF l.J~P; TER :r.1·,~ F'.E'.3EF~:\/CJ I!;'.--------·-·--· ·--·--> 4" =i00004 METES: 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
** DAM~S TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 15 METER 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE -~------------------> 1.5 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> lu5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 79.75 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO · O HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-9.226799E-02 
*************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 
POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 
·.y .. j; 
·1" ··r .. 
** ** 
** ** 
4 a 5C) 
4 .. 05 
2 .. /() 
·~ .'"\= 
..;:.. ... ~:. ._1 
1 n 80 
1.. 35 
On90 
0 .. 45 
0 .. 00 
**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ..... . 
DISTANCE FROM FOCUS 






0 .LO \...) • 1_; I 
2n 10 
0 .. ·46 
44 
**************************************************************** 
** CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE ** 
·J.; ·-!; 
' I'· ·T· as.uun•naa :.1au•nuuu .. 11uauuuus:111 ut.a•nu"a11ssuut1unauu•aua•u 
~: t. DE!='TH CF !;.Jf'..":1 TEI::;: IN F~:ESEF;_:\;'C::1 I J::;:----·----------- > :::;. " 600004 l"'IETEI-~.: 
:;t.: * E~ME!i~l\ll<MEr·-.IT HE I CJHT ··-·----··-·--·-·--·------·---·-- ·----- > 20 METEI:~: 
*~ DAM~s TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 15 METER 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE --------------------> 1.5 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 1"5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 78.4 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-5.808068E-02 
·.l; ·J.· 
··~ ., ... 
*************************************************************** 
** o~o COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAINu POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 







**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE" ..... 
DISTANCE FROM FOCUS 
~i= --,·-:r 










******~********************************************************* CASSAGRANDE METHOD USE0 TO ESTIMATE PHREATIC LINE 
:1,{ :t: 
••••u1:uun•&&uwwuwu ... aawa•11u .... wuriun•a11uwuuu••w•unuunau 
:t * DEF TH Di=- l-'-.Ji2i TER IN F>:ESEF'. 1../D IF.'.-·--·---·----··---·-> 
ti EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 




** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE -------------------- > 1.5 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> 
-! .::-
J. " ._.J 
77. VS l1ETEF\ 
.. 0027 l".,.1/SEC 
::td: EP-\FTH Di~M ~1JI DTH ·-·-··-----------··----------------- > 1 METEF;'. 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 




** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE 




.... .. , ..
2.43 









**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ..... . 
DISTANCE FROM. FOCUS 
56.67 
45.90 
""':!" i.. ·"") .L 
.•. •w" .a:-•-• 
·-:1-, -re:.: 
...;.. ~· .. I ._J 
20.38 
14. 14 











********************************************~******~************ CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED TD ESTIMATE PHPEATIC LINE 
11•u•uuaan• n t.t•uu11,.uuaww1.1uun:.iuuutt•u"11uu••:i11nnunun 11110 
** DEPTH CF WATER IN RESERVOIR----------> 1.800004 METER 
** EMBANKMENT HEIGHT -------------------> 20 METER 
** DAM~s TOP WIDTH ---------------------> 15 METER 
** RIGHT SIDE SLOPE --------------------> 1.5 
** LEFT SIDE SLOPE ---------------------> 1"5 
** RESERVOIR TOP RADIUS ----------------> 75.7 METER 
** COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ---------> .0027 M/SEC 
** EARTH DAM WIDTH ---------------------> 1 METER 
** UNDERDRAIN LENGH --------------------> 15.5 METER 
** FOCOUS OF PARABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT 15.5 
** DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 0 HYDROSTATIC HEAD=-1u405144E-02 ** 
*************************************************************** 
** O,O COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE DOWNSTREAM,END OF ** 
** UNDERDRAIN. POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE ** 
POSITIVE Y~AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE 














**PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE.u.uua 














ORIGINAL WATER SURFACE w~s @ 13 METER 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
: CHANGE OF DEPTH : TIME : DISCHARGE RATE(q) : 
IN F'.E'.?.::EF 1v'O IP ( HOUF.:) ( METEF:····.3 /HF\'.) 
:LE:. 00·- 1 7. 1. 0 
1 7 ~ l O·- 16 .. 20 
:I. ~:5 .. ::: 0- 1 4 .. 4 0 
l .-::i. ... q.c)- 1. 3. 5<) 
J. 3 u 5 (J- 1 2 .. 6 () 
12.60- 11.70 
11 .. 70- 10 .. 80 
1C1 a 8()- 9 .. 9Ci 
9. ':;'()·- 9. (H) 
tj " C) \)- 8 " 1 () 
8 .. lO- 7.20 
,~." 3i)- 5. 4l) 
5 n 4 ()- 4 • 5 \) 
.q.., 50- 3 .. 60 
3 :J .~.()- 2. 7() 
2 • 7 ()- 1 . 8 C) 
l. .. 80- 0 .. 90 
0.90- 0 .. 00 
::::9 .. 48 l 98 
42,.07l46 
,q.a .. 23.:S .:S6 
61 .. 01672 
66 .. 661 ~.59 
73 .. 29525 
81 .. 20186 
9<)" 77 .:J 28 
102 .. 6112 
11 7. 60t37 
137 .. 2373 
164 .. 0:::5s 
649 .. 0922 
11761 .. 72 
22. l 39C:,4 
16 .. 37721 
13.88069 
11.62626 
.:S .. 213935 
4 .. 827445 
3 .. 634433 
1 .. 129088 
"62.-::1-8529 
n2731599 
6 .. 7l4981E-02 







[ -. I ·-:..--· .. -.. f I ,·, ,-~ ... - ., L 
·-··' .. _::. 1 •. _.• r! /-~. 1-~, . I, _°7" L... F~· A-ri:­
··· ' l l._ 
48 
·, ,·,---. 
f I .... _ 
•.• ·._:. HE !,·-·~ I t-r 1 1·._-:i Ii I · 
18 --------------------__ ::=-El-, 
: : _____ _,,_ _____ .---s------1 i 
1 :5 ___ .. ..!3----·· 
: : j ~------H___.- ! 
1 :2 ·-I ___ ____ n·········· ,,· 
r:v 
.·t;..; 
1 ·j -j ...  -·rr···-··- l 
1 () -! ~~,-·· 1 
9 ~ ........ E{_.... I 
aJ P 
7j ~ I' I µ•·' 
: ~-! .. 121·' II 
~ 4 fi 
~ 
.3 -1 r'4 I ~ f 1
1 ~ l3 
1 :µ I 
u -~--- ----,-----,...-----.-------.------r----r- I 
0 10 20 40 





r-~, L .;::--. .- F'· ·, ,· . -.. 11-... t.'"T'. L -, LL... r:" ' ' I I 1-r· 



























:i. 10 PRINT 11 SEi.._ECT Ut"IT SYSTEM: II 
120 PRINT 1111 
so 
130 PRINT II 1=ENGLISH SYSIEM 11 
140 PRINT II 2=S. I. UNIT" 
150 PRINT 11 SELECT 1 OR 2--------> II; 
i60 INPUT 89 
l5i PRINT 
i70 IF 89=1 THEN 210 
180 S$= 11 METER 11 
190 Ks= 11 ri1·····3/sec/ro 11 
21710 GO TO 230 
2i0 S$="FT. II 
f.2'21 KS>="FT ... ···3/SEC/FT. II 
230 T3=20 
E.40 D2=11Zl 
250 DIM M(16>,D9<16>,H0CT3+1>,A1CT3+1>,B1CT3+1>,TCT3+1) 
260 PRINT "INPUT THE LENGH OF UNDERDRAIN " 
;::7121 PRINT II IF NO UNDERDRAIN INPUT 0 (II; 8$; II)-----------> II; 
280 IN~UT Dl . 
281 PRINT 
290 F1=Dl 
31ZltZl PRINT "INPUT EMBANKMEN7 HEIGHT C11 ;8$; 11 >-------------> 11 ; 
310 INPUT Hl 
311 PRINT 
320 PRINT 11 INPUT THE WATER DEPTH ( 11 ;8$;")--------------> 11 ; 
330 INPUT H0C1) 
331 PRINT 
340 H3=HIZIC1) 
25lZl PRINT II INPUT R!GH7 HAND SIDE SLOPE RATIO <RUN/RISE) II; 
350 INPUT Sl 
351 ~RINT 
370 PRINT II INPUT LEFT HAND SIDE SLO;JE RATIO ----------)II; 
380 I i\iPUT 54 
3S2i ;:; f<I NT II I N::iUT T:-:c: TOP ~H DTi-1 (II ; S$; 11 ) ----------------> II ; 
400 I NPU-1 T 1 
401 PRI l\IT 
410 PRINT 11 INPUT RESERvoruR To;::i RADIUS < 11 ; S$; 11 ) --------> 11 ; 
420 INPUT RlZl 
421 PRINT 
430 IF R0<H0C1)*54 TH~N ~5C 
44121 GO TO 510 
450 PRINT ''&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&t&&&&&&&&& 
450 P~!NT "&·&. E:RROR:IHZS RADIUS CAN NOT BE RIGi-1T ~ f:... (, 
47~1 PFE;'>JT II &-3.. IYiIN. RADIUS IS 11 ;f-:t21d>*S4; 11 (. . 
480 PR I l\iT 11 &-&· TRY IT AGA fol ~JI TH A HIGHER VALUE Ev 
~~~ PRI~T II &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
51 
500 GO TO 4112i 
s10 PRINT "!NPUT c:;~FFICIENT OF PE:RMABILITY < .. ;K$; .. >----> "; 
520 INPUT K 
52J. PRINT 
53:li PRINT "INPUT EARTH DAM L-J IDTH (II; S$; II)-------------> "; 
54121 I l'JPLlT W 
541. PRINT 
55J21 FUZZ 4 
~60 FOR I=2 TO T3+1 
570 ~0Cii=H0<I-1>-H9/T3 
580 N=:XT I 
630 DIM X<H0(1)+1>,X4CT3+1) -
E.40 X4=1Zl 
650 R6=CR0/S4-H0C1))/(1/S4) 
SS0 FOR Y=1 TO H0C1>+1 
670 X<Y>=<Y-1+R6/S4)/(1/S4) 
fJB:L~ NE: X T Y 
63121 PAGE 
7i2l!Z1 PRINT " GEOMETRY OF RESERVOIUR 11 
710 PRINT 
720 PRINT 11 RADIUS HEIG!-il 11 
730 PRINT " OF RESERVOIUR FROM Tl-=~ ?O!TOM" 
7 40 PR I NT •: ---------------- ------------------ •1 
750 FOR !=1 TO H0<1>+1 
760 PRINT USING 770:X<I>, I-1 
770 IMAGE 7X, 5D •. 2D, 25X, 5D. 2D 
780 NEXT I 
79!21 PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE •••••• " 
800 INPUT A$ 










S1 :;. :?: D3=f-:0 < J > /D2 
·=:'2iZI D4=D3 
~3~ M(l)=(H0CJ)A2-Xi A2)/(2*Xl) 
·34iz1 D9 < 1) =HIZI <J > 




·~'.J~1 !'EXT I 
1:21121121 Z=S4 
.· :. ;z, i. IZ• A= 1 +0. 49* z·····2 
1020 C=L1+H1*Z 
1 03i2l c 1 =c·····2 
112140 B=-1. 4*C*Z 
1 i2151Z: D=R5/ Z 
10S0 I1=0 
















1220 E"~=o ... ···2*c1Y 
1230 E5=0.7*DA2*Z*LOG<Y> 












1250 IF Y<1.0E-4 THEN 1720 
1380 GO TO 1390 
2-3712! !\EXT J 
14!l!IL1 PR I "************************************************'**'i':-""******** II 
1410 PRINT 11 CASSAGRANDE METHOD USED FOR ESTIMATING PHREATIC LINE 
i.420 PRI~JT " •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1430 PRINT "DEPTH OF l-JATER------------> 11 ;H0CJ) ;S$ 
1 L~40 PR I NT II EMBANKMENT HEIGHT---------) II ; H 1 ; 5$ 
145121 PRINT "TOP WIDTH-----------------> 11 ;Tl;S$ 
145121 PRINT "RIGHT SIDE SL.OPE---------->";51 
1470 i=ii=<INT "LEFT SIDE SLOP~-----------) II ;54 
1'-r80 PR:NT "RESERVOIUR TO;: RADIUS----->";(Ht21(J)+R5*-(1/Z))/(1/Z);S$ 
53 
1490 PRINT "COEFFIC:ENT OF PERMIBILITY->";K;K$ 
151/JtZI PRINT "EARTH DAM WIDTH-----------) II; l.J; 5$ 
1510 PR~NT "UNDERDRAil'J LENGH----------> II ;Dl ;S!P 
1520 ~RINT "i="OCUS OF PRABOLA FROM THE TOE OF EMBANKMENT "; 
1530 PRINT USING 1540:F1 
154121 IMAGE 5D.2D 
1550 PRINT "DISTANCE FROM FOCUS TO 121 ~YDROSTATIC HEAD="; 
1560 PRINT USING l570:X4CJ) 
! 570 I t'lAGE 5D. 20 
1580 PRINT 
15'30 PRINT OUR 0,0 COORDINATE WOULD BE AT THE END OF UNDERDRAIN" 
150t2l PRINT POSITIVE X-AXIS WILL BE TOWARD UPSTREAM FACE" 
1610 PRINT POSITIVE Y-AXIS WILL BE FROM BASIN TOWARD WATER SURFACE" 
1620 PRINT II 
1630 PRINT PHREATIC HEAD DISTANCE FROM FOCUS" 
1640 PRINT =============== =====================" 
1650 FOR I=1 TO D2+1 
1660 PRINT USING 1670:D9CI>,MCI> 
1570 IMAGE 4X,6D.3D, 17 X,6D.3D 
1680 NEXT I 
1690 PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE •.••. " 
1700 INPUT A$ 
i710 GO TO 1370 
172121 PRINT 11 PROGRAM WILL CONTINUE IN A MOMENT!" 
1730 FOR U=l TO 999 
1740 NE:XT U 
1750 PAGE 
1760 PRINT 
i77t?i PRINT "ORIGINAL WATER SURFACE WAS@ 11 ;H0Cl>;S$ 
1780 PRINT 
1 790 p RI 11 ------------------------------------------------------------ 11 
180!2! PRINT 11 1 TIME I DISCHARGE RATE (q)!" 
1 a e: J. PR r NT 11 1 c Hou R ) 1 < IL , s $ ; II.-"·. 31 HR > n 
i 81121 PR I 11 ------------------------------------------------------------ 11 
182121 FOR !=1 TO T3 
1830 PRINT USING 1840:H0CI>,H0CI+1); 
1840 IIYIAGE u I 11, 4D. 2D, 11 - 11 , 4D. 2D, II I 11, s 
1850 PRINT TC!)' 11 I II ;i~*2*X4(I)*-1*3612J0 
! 860 r...;=::xT I 
1870 PR I t\JT If----------------------------------------------------------- II 
1es0 PRINT "PRESS R;::7;J:iN 10 coNTihluc: ....... .. 
~ fr30 I ~-:PUT A$ 
19!Zi0 PASE 
: '311Z1 C5=0 
!920 FOR I=l TO T3 
~ S:31ZJ 05=7 <I> +Q5 
1340 NEXT I 
i350 VIEWPORT 30, 110, 15,75 
19S~ WINDOW 0,Q5,0,H0C1) 
1970 MOVE -Q5/2.7, 10 
1'380 PRINT "RESE:RVOIR" 
~ S'3:2J PRINT "DROP II; 5$; 
201210 MOVE Q512,-2 
2010 PRINT "TIME <HOUR)" 
2020 MOVE -Q5/20,-1 
203121 PRINT 11 0" 
2040 AXIS Q5/T3,H0C1)/T3 
2I2;50 · Q5=121 
2060 FOR I=l TO T3 
2070 Q5=T<I>+Q5 
2080 DRAW Q5,H0Cl>-H0<I+1) 
2(li90 NEXT I 
2i00 MOVE -Q5/15,0 
21117.i G!5=0 
2120 FOR I=1 TO T3 
2130 Q6=Q6+H0(1)/T3 
2140 MOVE -Q5/8.5,Q6 
21·50 PRINT Q5 
2J.,50 NEXT I 
2170 MOVE Q5,-3 
2180 ~R!NT USING 2190:05 
;~ l 90 I MAGE +2E 
2200 FOR I=1 TO 6000 
2210 NEXT I 
2220 PAGE 
2230 Q7=K*-2*X4C1>*3500 
2240 VIEWPORT 30, 110, 15,75 
2250 WINDOW 0,Q7,0,H0<1> 
2260 ~OVE -Q7/2.7, 10 
2270 PRINT "RESERVOIR" 
2280 PRINT II HS!GHT" 
2281 PRINT II ( 11 ;S$; 11 ) II 
2290 MOVE Q7/3,-2 
2300 PRINT "DISCHARGE RATE (q) II 
231211 PRINT II 
~310 MOVE -Q7/20,-1 
2320 PRINT 11 0 11 
2330 MOVE -Q7/20,0 
2340 G!S=IZ! 
2350 FOR I=l TO T3 
23S0 Q8=Q8+H0(1)/T3 
2370 ~OVc -Q7/8.7,QB 
2380 PRINT QB 
2390 NSXT I 
2400 MOVE Q7,-3 
2410 PRINT USING 2420:Q7 
2420 IMAGE +2E 
2430 AXIS Q7/T3,H0(1)/T3 
2440 FOR 1=1 TO T3+1 
2450 MOVE K*-2*X4CI>*3500,H0<I> 
246121 PRINT';*" 
C.4 70 l\i=:XT I 
54 
(";5$;"·--··3/HR. ) 11 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
When water flows through the earth dam under a hydraulic gra-
dient, the differential pressure head prcx:luces a force on the soil 
grains in the direction of the flow. The pressure accumulation, 
called seepage force, and falling head concepts have been used ear-
lier to derive the equation of time that it would take for water 
surface to decrease to another depth in a reservoir and flow through 
the earth dam. 
An approximation approach has been used to solve the two-
dimensional seepage through a homogenous dam on an impervious f oun-
da tion with a toe drain in this paper. The derived equation of tirne -
and the computer program developed for this matter can be an aid to an 
engineer because it is computationally efficient, accurate, and fast 
and only requires a fraction of the effort and time that the other 
approaches do. 
The water level in the reservoir is assumed to be constant and 
no evaporation or rainfall effects its depth. However, in the case 
that evaporation and rainfall has significant effect on water level, 
it can be corrected by using a monthly precipitation chart available 
for the specific located reservoir area. 
Using analytical and experimental data available in the litera-
ture, the computer rnethcx:l was validated with computed results being 
on the conservative side. 
55 
56 
As an engineering design aid, the computer methcd utilizes the 
BASIC computer l~guage and a small micro-ccmputer for operation. 
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